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About This Game

The endless darkness and the somber, long passages of a military complex have become the abode of evil, as thousands of blood-
thirsty creatures fill its offices, storehouses and mysterious laboratories.

  Your mission is simple: clear the base at all costs. You will be provided with explosives to help you gain access to the teleports
from where thousands of pitiless creatures pour. A stationary gun will aid in the defense of the area. You have been granted

access to the most advanced weapons technology money can buy. As you earn your pay, you can equip yourself with additional
weapons in the arming area and biomechanical implants that will make your fighting abilities super human.

  The alien invasion has begun, we have one chance, and that is to stop them cold in their staging area. Do not allow them escape
this facility, you are our last hope. The fate of humanity now depends on you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

Many hours of game play with 10 missions and a survival mode

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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Title: Alien Shooter
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Sigma Team Inc.
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Bought this because of nostalgia.

No players online :(. Achievements.
Pros: You get 4990 achievements by idling 2h and Trading Cards (+ 1-2h).
Cons: You have to actually play, to get last 10! :D

Well, the game is not bad at all! :D. BANG BANG BANG!. a terrible game that was abandoned so the developer could make
more awful fnaf fan games. at least finish your game THAT PEOPLE ARE PAYING MONEY FOR!!! DO NOT BUY!!!. This
honestly is a good game, but it runs like a flash game, very slow. If you have the patience for long attack animations, go for it.
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amazing game just so much fun and such a amazing story. After installing the game,theres no shortcut on my desktop,neither
can i create one.
After i close screen shake, the screen still shakes..
free mode isnt free at all u just got infinite lives other than 999, but u still cant choose stages.
And its ridiculous that there's only ONE save slot ! so u cant play main game AND free mode at the same time!
Finally, u cant press "R" or any key to restart... Really enjoy it. Bought it for my daughter and I got hooked on it right away.
You will get frustrated when you have to heard more and more sheep (frustration comes with every game you play); but you will
enjoy getting those little sheeps into the motherflocking ship.. Bulldozer digs better then the excavator.. only paid 40p for this
garbage and I still feel riped off this game has only one map, retard AI ,and no background music at all its fun for total of five
minutes AVOID.. It's definetly more fun than i thought. Sometimes you have to be really creative to pass the checkpoints. Plus
awesome in game beats. I would recommend with no doubt.. If I had four hands, I would give this title fours thumbs up. I
honestly believe this is truely a masterpiece. The title is original, has soo much detail (the randomness puts the cherry on top),
the atmostphere is truely immersive, and the creepy sound (and visuals) are on point. In my opinion, this is a work of art. I can
spend a great deal of time just gazing at the city's intricate details (until the building windows turn red which means it's time to
run or kill) in amazement. The weapons are the standard stock of tigger based projectile slinging mechanisms (but with a touch
of creativity). The enimes are pretty interesting to look at (creepy as well...like something you may find in an offbeat/deranged
Johnny Dep movie). There is so much to like here (I haven't even mentioned anything about the famous toy all kids are crazy
about which alerts the enimies of your location. When I first saw it, I was like Oohh snap!!! That's a freakin ______
_______??!!!). At the core it's a maze chase, but this is the best maze chasing title I've every played and I truely love it!!!
Dev's, thank you for this awesomely creative piece of art. You guys rock and I wish you keep doing what you're doing. Four
thumbs up for me!!!. This game is clearly a prime example of an Early Access title done right; it released in a buggy, nigh on
uplayable state, and 2 days later the devs have fixed most if not all issues, plus are very open to incorporating
feedback\/requests. It's a shame that no one else is playing this, as I think it would be quite fun against humans. The AI does
leave something to be desired (is currently bugged at the moment), but it is passable. Also is sparse on the customization
options, but I expect that will improve with time.

For any who might be confused, the opbject of the game is to remove hexes from a playing field one space at a time, until the
statue in the center falls. The player that causes it to drop is the loser. As hexes are removed the physics cause the remaining
hexes to weaken, so there is some minor strategy involved.

All in all, I really enjoy this title, and can't wait to see how it progresses in the future!

Saving is in!:
Hi all,

By popular request, I've gotten Save/Load into the game. Give it a try and let me know if there are any issues with it. I've tested
it thoroughly, but it was a lot more difficult to implement than I thought it would be. There's a bit of a lag when loading games,
but as far as I can tell it's working fine. Note that Autosave does NOT work yet, and won't until I'm certain regular saving works
perfectly.

Changelist:

Save/Load

Order of Battle tree now shows unit action, so you can see a rough overview of what everyone is doing.

'X' button on unit action menu has been enlarged

The ESC button can now be used to deselect all selected units. The pause menu will only appear once all units are
deselected.

Bugfixes:
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Small bug where game would revert to full screen when returning to main menu if full screen had been disabled.

Numbers on HQ screen, such as casualty figures, etc, are now updated and shown properly.

Spacebar can now be used to play/pause the game timer. This was doable before, but there was no delay to prevent the
button from flipping on and off rapidly.

Assigning a Supply unit to supply an area now deselects the unit properly (so that other units can be drag-selected).
Previously, drag-selecting units after using "Supply Area" would cause the Supply unit to move up.

Thanks for playing!. Over the Western Front:
Hi all,

Decided to focus a bit on the Aerodrome this week, as I've been neglecting it recently.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Pilots now have traits, just like officers.

Pilot balance has been tweaked, so that really good pilots are harder to shoot down, and lower-stat pilots are easier to
shoot down. I believe this actually reflects real life a lot better.

Following from above, monthly pilot regeneration rate has been increased to compensate for the fact that you will
probably be losing more pilots.

Pilots now have personal stats, like flight time, number of sorties, number of kills, etc. This is all "flavour" for the
moment, but provides a solid base with which to flesh out the individuality of pilots. Feel free to suggest anything else
that needs to be tracked.

Officers also have personal stats. They're self-explanatory, except for raids. Company commanders will be given credit
for a raid when one of the platoons under their command returns with prisoners in tow.

Pilots now can develop an affinity for a certain model of plane, causing a temporary penalty when changing planes. This
penalty is less than the gains you receive from the new plane, but is still something that needs to be taken into account
when upgrading. The greater a pilot's affinity for a certain model, the longer the penalty lasts when changing.

I wasn't happy with the rate of wiring that the enemy AI does, as it seemed unrealistically low. Thanks to better
optimization of the game in recent weeks, I've been able to tweak the AI so that it lays far more wire than it used to.

Fixed potential crash if units were withdrawn as the enemy AI was attempting to target them for bombardments.

Fixed bug with supply units randomizing their load type instead of keeping the one they originally had if they return to
supply depots automatically.

Pilots shot down weren't being properly displayed or tracked, which in turn wasn't updating the number of pilots or
planes properly. This should now be fixed.

Supply units could restock gas shells without having either gas upgrade unlocked, but this has been fixed.

Thanks for playing!. On The Western Front Tweaks:
Hi all,

It's been a busy week for me personally, so I mostly focused on some more content and tweaking the AI to make things a bit
more challenging.
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Bugfixes/Changes:

More events, which are not tied to a specific staff officer

Disease: Increases rate of wastage even during favourable weather.

Officer Birthday: Choose between allowing an impromptu birthday celebration in the trenches, which decreases
Readiness, or banning the celebrations, which decreases Morale.

Shellshocked Officer: Choose to limoger/relieve an officer or monitor him, which may result in a new trait.

More names for all factions.

Map is now 50% wider and can be scrolled from left to right. The camera can also be zoomed out a bit further to see
more of the battlefield.

Firepower of rifle and machine gun units has been increased.

Enemy AI is more proactive about attacking units in no-man's land. Prior to this, players could build trenches and wires
relatively unmolested by enemy fire, which is obviously unrealistic.

Thanks for playing!. Bughunting:
Hi all,

Relatively light update this time in terms of new features. The game seems to be crashing quite a bit during gameplay for a lot
of you, so I've been poring over the code and trying to identify any potential areas that may cause crashes depending on certain
situations. That being said, I've still had some time to tweak the game and fix some bugs.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Errors that were popping up but not causing crashes in the debugger have been addressed, which will hopefully alleviate
many of the crashes being encountered.

Fixed some pathfinding issues that would arise with the enemy AI that would cause it to skip building certain tiles.

Fixed bug in which certain situations would cause the enemy AI to get stuck attempting to rotate its units into the
reserve, creating unnecessary pathfinding checks that slowed the game down.

Buildings under construction no longer provide protection until complete.

Watch duty is now an option when in terrain (houses/forests).

Machine gun units can now perform watch duty at night. It wasn't particularly realistic to not have machine gunners
attempt to attack advancing enemy soldiers at night.

When rifle units attack advancing enemies in no-man's land during daytime, they now specifically target single tiles
rather than entire areas.

Support units now cause less damage in melee combat.

Selecting zero tiles in a rest order no longer crashes the game.
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Supply Area orders no longer default to the current mouse position as the starting position. This fixes the bug in which
ordering a unit to supply an area would result in them moving into no-man's land prior to supplying units in trenches.

Hopefully these changes make the game a bit smoother to play.

Thanks for playing!. Hotfix 6:
Hi all,

Some critical (although minor) changes I felt deserved a new build this weekend.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Have changed the default manner in which companies and platoons are named. Now their numbers/names are relative to
their commanding unit ie. each company will have its own 1st Platoon, etc.

Fixed crash that would occur when scheduling orders if order was issued after its intended start time.

Have separated terrain effects into separate effects depending on terrain type. This allows me to customize things, like
having forests impede movement, or buildings obscure units based on their condition.

Morale and readiness regain is now halted when on watch duty. I'm hoping this gives players more of a reason to rotate
units between watch duty and rest.

Machine gunners can now explicitly be ordered on watch duty. Previously they could only be ordered to rest, and would
switch to guard duty during the day.

I'm also working on getting Help text into the game, accessible from the pause menu. Let me know if there's anything that needs
more explaining and I'll make sure it gets in right away.

Thanks for playing!. Hotfix 3:
Hi all,

Quick turnaround on this update, as there are a few bugfixes and changes that hopefully make the game a bit easier to play.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Underground construction works again. I had broken it when I redesigned the unit order list after adding things like field
hospitals and kitchens.

Redesigned the "Suppress Area" command at the top of the screen. Previously, clicking it brought up a second menu
which could be used to select artillery shell types. Now there is a small window with separate buttons, similar to Build
Mode.
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Scheduled artillery bombardments now are colour-coded when selected using the pop-up dialog in the top-right.
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Cancel and Rest orders have been decoupled. Cancel orders cause units to stop what they're doing and return to an idle
state, while Rest remains an AOE order in which you drag an area for your selected units to rest in.

Following on from the above update, Rest orders now work for artillery units. Previously, it would assume all selected
units were infantry and eliminate all open ground tiles as rest positions after dragging an area. Now I've made it so that
artillery units will rest on open ground, while infantry continue to use trenches or houses as rest locations.

The AI has been tweaked a bit so that it now attempts to build blockhouses on higher ground, as well as being more
proactive in actually garrisoning them.

Thanks for playing!. Staff Officers:
Hi all,

Sorry for the long delay between updates. Fairly sizeable content update this time, as I've added both divisional staff officers
and random events.

The headquarters screen now contains a section which allows you to assign divisional staff officers, each with different effects
on the division as a whole. Additionally, the frequency, type, and possible outcomes of random events are dictated by who you
assign to these positions. For instance, it might not be worth it to have a competent Chief of Staff if his personal traits aren't
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very good, as the events and decisions he forces you to deal with might be a giant pain.

For now, the number of events and decisions is limited to one per officer type - I'll be adding to it gradually as I continue to
work on the game.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Staff officers now appear in the HQ screen.
Chief of Staff: Affects order delay for all units.

Operations: Affects artillery effectiveness and readiness decay when both attacking and switching tasks.

Administration: Affects passive morale loss and replenishment rate of units in reserve.

Logistics: Affects food/water regain when in range of kitchens.

Intelligence: Affects success rate of air reconnaissance and revealing of units due to noise.

The help text for this new feature is also included. Additionally, German staff officers now have the "von" in their
surnames, and British staff officer names will sometimes be preceded with "sir."

Random events and decisions now appear every now and then.
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These can sometimes cause temporary effects that affect the whole division.
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Since your Operations officer now affects the number of tiles attacked by artillery batteries, the default number of tiles
bombarded is reduced.

Following on from above, the number of tiles bombarded is now affected by current readiness levels. This is to
encourage more frequent drilling and troop rotation.

Readiness used to be reduced when in reserve, as sort of a tradeoff to the restoration of morale and numbers. Readiness
now increases when in reserve. However, readiness now goes down when units attack, to simulate the breaking down and
overuse of equipment. Thus it becomes necessary to rotate troops even after taking offensive actions.

Fog of war has been tweaked to make it harder to scout enemy positions without constant reconnaissance.

Aerial reconnaissance is now more difficult, but can be mitigated with a good intelligence officer.

Added a few more variations to the officer portraits.

Important notes:
You might notice a few references to something called "unit cohesion." This is irrelevant for now, but will eventually come into
play once I get the Russians, Italians, and Austrians into the game. No timeline yet on when that happens, but it's just something
for the future.

You might also note that a lot of traits for the staff officers, such as "Reactionary" don't have proper tooltips. This is related to
some of the random events I have in mind for future updates, so proper tooltips will appear for these traits once I hash out their
associated events.

Thanks for playing!. New Buttons:
Hi all,

Hope you're all having a good weekend. I've taken into account some of your suggestions and added a few more quality of life
improvements:

The top right corner of the screen now contains some extra buttons which help highlight things such as which units need
supplies or medical attention.
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Players can now choose to only show units of certain types ie. only Rifle units, or only Machine Gun units, etc.

Turning off Fog of War is now an option. This can only be done from the Main Menu when starting a new game, not
from the Pause menu.

Hope this extra information is helpful!
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